
Step-by-Step Tutorial
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SOFA Project

 Software Platform

 Highly modular

 Efficient

 Open-Source (LGPL)

 High-Level Design

 Multi-Model Representation

 Scene-Graph linking components

 Separation of algorithms from models and data

 Physically accurate models
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SOFA :: a flexible and efficient framework

 Multiple levels of abstraction

 Component abstraction

 Multi-modal representation of simulated objects

 Multi-level representation of physics-based objects 

 Scene graph representation

 GPU optimized computation

 Create complex and evolving simulations by combining the many algorithms 
already included in SOFA

 Easily test different modeling strategies (XML scene description for rapid 

prototyping)
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SOFA :: multi-model representation

 Component Abstraction 

 Minimize inter-dependencies between components

 Objects have multimodal representation

 Visual, Behavior, Collision, Haptic, etc.

 Physics-based objects can be further decomposed
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Motivations

 Building a simulator is complex

 Mechanical Models

 Time Integration

 Collisions

 Constraints

 Rendering

 Interactions

 Other issues, prototyping, fracturing,
performances, etc.
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SOFA :: multi-model representation

 Split computations into
independent parts

 Separate problems

 Improve reusability
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Object 1
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SOFA :: multi-model representation
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Patient specific simulation
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Sofa 

 SOFA is an Open Source framework primarily targeted at real-time simulation, with 
an emphasis on medical simulation

 Create complex and evolving simulations by combining new algorithms with 
algorithms already included in SOFA

 Modify most parameters of the simulation – deformable behavior, surface 
representation, solver, constraints, collision algorithm, etc. – by simply editing an XML 
file

 Build complex models from simpler ones using a scene-graph description

 Efficiently simulate the dynamics of interacting objects using abstract equation 
solvers

 Reuse and easily compare a variety of available methods 

http://www.sofa-framework.org/
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Loaders
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Scene graph

 Procedural 

 Pure OpenGL 

 Sequence of commands (static)

 Scene graph 

 Setup data structures 

 Render by parsing data structures

 A hierarchical arrangement of graphical entities to create the visual scene 

 Node: list of components or nodes. Each scene graph has only one root node. 

 Context: Access other component in the graph

 Component: children of the parent which is not a node 

 Data: parameter of a component

 Visitor: Traversal component. The order in which nodes in a scene graph are processed 

while the simulation is running. 
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Sofa Implementation

1. <Node gravity="0 -9 0" dt="0.0001" >

2.

3. <Node name="Beam">

4. <EulerSolver name="odeExplicitSolver" />

5. <RegularGrid name="HexaTop" n="15 4 4" min="-35 -4 -4" max="5 4 4" />

6. <MechanicalObject />

7. <UniformMass totalmass="0,5" />

8. <TetrahedronFEMForceField name="FEM" youngModulus="5" poissonRatio="0.4" 

method="small" />

9.

10. <BoxConstraint box="4.9 -6 -6  5 6 6" drawBoxes="true" />

11.

12. <Node name="Surf">

13. <CubeTopology nx="30" ny="8" nz="8" min="-35 -4 -4" max="5 4 4" />

14. <OglModel template="ExtVec3f" name="Visual />

15. <BarycentricMapping />

16. </Node>

17. </Node>

18. </Node>
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Sofa Implementation

 Utiliser le modèle co-rotationel

1. <Node gravity="0 -9 0" dt="0.0001" >

2.

3. <Node name="Beam">

4. <EulerImplicitSolver />

5. <CGLinearSolver iterations="100" tolerance="1e-10" />

6.

7. <RegularGrid name="HexaTop" n="15 4 4" min="-35 -4 -4" max="5 4 4" />

8. <MechanicalObject />

9. <UniformMass totalmass="0,5" />

10. <TetrahedronFEMForceField name="FEM" youngModulus="5" poissonRatio="0.4" 

method="large" />

11.

12. <BoxConstraint box="4.9 -6 -6  5 6 6" drawBoxes="true" />

13.

14. <Node name="Surf">

15. <CubeTopology nx="30" ny="8" nz="8" min="-35 -4 -4" max="5 4 4" />

16. <OglModel template="ExtVec3f" name="Visual />

17. <BarycentricMapping />

18. </Node>

19. </Node>

20. </Node>
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Sofa Implementation

1. <Node name="root" gravity="10 0 0" dt="0.01" >

2.

3. <Node name="Euler Implicit" >

4. <EulerImplicit name="ode solver" rayleighMass="0" rayleighStiffness="0" />

5. <LULinearSolver/>

6. <MechanicalObject template="Vec3d" position="0 0 0 1.5 0 0" rest_position="0 0 0 1 0 0" 

velocity="0 0 0 0 0 0" />

7. <Sphere radius="0.05" color="1 0 0" />

8. <UniformMass template="Vec3d" mass="1"/>

9. <FixedConstraint template="Vec3d" indices="0" />

10. <StiffSpringForceField template="Vec3d" spring="1 0 100 0 1"/>

11. </Node>

12.

13. <Node name="Euler Explicit" >

14. <Euler name="ode solver"/>

15. <MechanicalObject template="Vec3d" position="0 2 0 1.5 2 0" rest_position="0 2 0 1 2 0" 

velocity="0 0 0 0 0 0" />

16. <Sphere radius="0.05" color="0 0 1" />

17. <UniformMass template="Vec3d" mass="1"/>

18. <FixedConstraint template="Vec3d" indices="0" />

19. <StiffSpringForceField template="Vec3d" spring="1 0 100 0 1"/>

20. </Node>

21.</Node>
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Step 1 - Anatomical Models

Multidisciplinary research
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SOFA :: loaders

 Supported formats

 VTK 

 OBJ (Wavefront)

 GMESH (volumetric FEM meshing)

 STL

 OFF

 BVH (for scripted animations)

 Also several medical image formats

 DICOM

 ITK / VTK

 ...
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Step 2a - (Bio)mechanical Behavior
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SOFA :: state vectors

 Computational mechanics

 Mechanical Object: stores all degrees of freedoms and their time derivatives, along with 

rest position, initial position and other data

 Other physical phenomena

 Dedicated state vectors derived from the base vector and used for

Electrophysiology

Fluids

Temperature
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SOFA :: internal & external force fields 

 Constitutive laws

 Many types of spring-based methods

 FEM-based methods

Supported linear elements: quads, triangles, tetrahedra, hexahedra

Supported cubic elements: beams, shells

TLED (Total Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics)

Co-rotational model (geometrically non-linear)

 Particles

 Fluids

 Misc. external force fields

 Pressure

 Constant force field

 ...
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SOFA :: mappings

 Mappings

 Identity mapping

 Rigid mapping

 Barycentric mapping

 Subset mapping

 DeformableOnRigid mapping

 Skinning mapping

 Tubular mapping

 Topological mappings
Tetrahedra to triangles

Hexahedra to quads 

Hexahedra to tetrahedra

Quad to triangle

Triangle to edge 

Mesh2PointTopologicalMapping

Subset topological mapping
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SOFA :: ODE & Linear Solvers

 ODE solvers

 Runge Kutta 2nd and 4th order

 Central Difference

 Euler

 Newmark

 Leapfrog 

 Linear Solvers & preconditionners
Conjugate gradient

Block Jacobi

Choleski

LU

Shewchuck

Sparse LDL
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SOFA :: ForceField

 HexahedronFEMForcefield

 method="large", "small", "large" (by QR) or "polar" displacements"

 poissonRatio="0.45f", "FEM Poisson Ratio"

 youngModulus="5000", "FEM Young Modulus"
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SOFA :: ForceField

 DiagonalMass

 mass="", "values of the particles masses"

 massDensity="1.0", "mass density 

 totalMass="", "Total mass of the object (read only)"

 showGravityCenter="false", "display the center of gravity of the system" 

 showAxisSizeFactor="1.0f", "factor length of the axis displayed 

 fileMass="", "File to specify the mass" 
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SOFA :: ODE Solver

 EulerImplicitSolver

 rayleighStiffness="0.1", "Rayleigh damping coefficient related to stiffness, > 0"

 rayleighMass="0.1", "Rayleigh damping coefficient related to mass, > 0"

 vdamping="0.0", "Velocity decay coefficient (no decay if null)"

 firstOrder="false", "Use backward Euler scheme for first order ode system."
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SOFA :: Linear Solver

 CGLinearSolver

 iterations="25", "maximum number of iterations of the Conjugate Gradient solution" 

 tolerance="1e-5", "desired precision of the Conjugate Gradient Solution (ratio of current 

residual norm over initial residual norm)" 

 threshold="1e-5", "minimum value of the denominator in the conjugate Gradient solution" 

 warmStart="false", ","Use previous solution as initial solution" 
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SOFA :: Linear Solver

 BoxROI

 position="", "Rest position coordinates of the degrees of freedom"

 edges="", "Edge Topology"

 triangles="", "Triangle Topology"

 tetrahedra="", "Tetrahedron Topology"

 hexahedra="", "Hexahedron Topology"

 quad="", "Quad Topology"
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SOFA :: Linear Solver

 FixedConstraint

 indices="", "Indices of the fixed points" 

 fixAll="false", "filter all the DOF to implement a fixed object" 

 drawSize="0.0", "0 -> point based rendering, >0 -> radius of spheres"
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Step 2b – Convert hexa to tetra

Multidisciplinary research
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Step 3a - Add the instrument
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Step 3a - Add the instrument

 RestShapeSpringsForceField

 points="", "points controlled by the rest shape springs"))

 stiffness="", "stiffness values between positions

 angularStiffness="", "Stiffness assigned when controlling the rotation

 external_rest_shape="", link to an external mstate

 external_points="", “Indices of points in the e external Mechancial State

 recompute_indices="false", "Recompute indices 
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SOFA :: collision detection and response

 Collision detection

 Broad phase 

 Narrow phase: AABB, OOBB, ...

 Proximity-based detection

 Layered Depth Image (LDI)

 Basic detection (discrete collision)

 Continuous detection (ray based)

 Distance maps

 Collision response

 Rule-based collision response

 Penalty methods

 Advanced schemes (exact contact response based on mechanical compliance, friction 

based contacts, ...)
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Step 3a - Detection & Response

 CollisionPipeline

 depth="6", Max depth of bounding trees
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Step 3a - Detection & Response

 BruteForceDetection

 box="", "if not empty, objects that do not intersect this bounding-box will be ignored"
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Step 3a - Detection & Response

 CollisionResponse

 response="", "contact response class" -->

 responseParams="", "contact response parameters (syntax: 

name1=value1&name2=value2&...)"
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Step 3a - Detection & Response

 LocalMinDistance

 alarmDistance="1.0", "Proximity detection distance" 

 contactDistance="0.5", "Distance below which a contact is created" 

 filterIntersection="true", "Activate LMD filter"

 angleCone="0.0", "Filtering cone extension angle" 

 coneFactor="0.5", "Factor for filtering cone angle computation" 

 useLMDFilters="false", "Use external cone computation (Work in Progress)" 
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Step 3b – Add Collision Models
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Step 3b – Add Collision Models
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Step 3b – Add Collision Models
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Step 4 –Collision Response

 FreeMotionAnimationLoop

 solveVelocityConstraintFirst="false", "solve separately velocity constraint violations before 

position constraint violations" 
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Step 4 –Collision Response

 LCPConstraintSolver

 displayTime="false", "Display time for each important step of LCPConstraintSolver."

 initial_guess="true", "activate LCP results history to improve its resolution performances."

 build_lcp="true", "LCP is not fully built to increase performance in some case."

 tolerance="0.001", "residual error threshold for termination of the Gauss-Seidel algorithm"

 maxIt="1000", maximal number of iterations of the Gauss-Seidel

 mu="0.6", "Friction coefficient"

 maxF="0.0", "If not zero, constraints whose response force becomes larger than this 
threshold will be ignored" -->

 group="", "list of ID of groups of constraints to be handled by this solver." -->
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Step 4 –Collision Response

 PrecomputedConstraintCorrection

 rotations="false", "" 

 restDeformations="false", "" 

 recompute="false", "if true, always recompute the compliance" 

 fileCompliance, "Precomputed compliance matrix data file" 
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Step 4 –Collision Response

 UncoupledConstraintCorrection

 compliance="", "compliance value on each dof"

 defaultCompliance="0.00001", "Default compliance value for new dof or if all should have 

the same (in which case compliance vector should be empty)" 


